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In this interview, native of Doibani village, Efimia Emanuela Boghean, born in 1918, talks about 
the fate of the Jewish families from her community during WWII, offering details about those 
who survived executions and arrests. She also discusses an incident in which a group of non-
Jewish villagers were executed as a result of having held administrative positions during the 
Soviet occupation.    
 
 

Box 1, Tape 1 
 
 
[00:] 00:31:04 – [00:] 08:08:19 
00:00 – 08:19 
 
Boghean states that she was born in 1918 in the village of Doibani in the Dubăsari Transnistrian 
sector; says that she lived there throughout WWII; recalls the failed attempt of a couple of 
Jewish families from the village to escape to the Soviet Union before the Romanian army’s 
arrival; explains that the Jewish families were unable to cross the Bug River at the time because 
it was being bombarded; recalls one single Jew having managed to escape the Romanian army 
and other Jewish persons being executed after the Germans’ arrival; describes the arrest of three 
Jewish women by Romanian soldiers; adds that the seventeen-year-old son and the husband of 
one of the neighbors managed to flee the village; recalls the names of the Jewish neighbors 
mentioned earlier: Hannah [Hanna, Hana], Biela [Biele], Sarah [Sara], Sion, the young man, 
and Piersic, the husband; remembers the son stayed hidden in a nearby village called Florea until 
the Soviets arrived while his father’s fate remained unclear; talks about the three neighbors 
previously mentioned having been arrested together with two other Jewish women named Maria 
and Yasha [Iasha]; describes the transportation of Jewish families uphill from the village and 
their execution by shooting; states that she did not personally follow the soldiers when they took 
the Jewish families out of the village, although she did notice groups of people heading uphill; 
recalls the Jews having been escorted out of Doibani by four armed Romanian soldiers; 
comments on the cruel way in which the people were forced to leave the village, barefoot on a 
rainy day; remembers several Jewish persons giving up personal and household items to 
neighbors before being taken away; mentions having been asked to give a couple of cooking pots 
and food to a non-Jewish woman [meaning unclear]; recalls a Jewish neighbor called Maria 
begging her to bury her family after the execution; talks about the survival of two women, 
Hannah and her daughter Biela, after having been shot together with the other families; recalls 
having personally met and talked to Hannah after she returned to the village in order to find 
food for her daughter who had been badly wounded and who remained at the execution site; says 
that Biela died before Hannah could return; explains Hannah’s plan to run away to Dubăsari 
with her brother, Visha [Fisha]; comments on the eventual execution of the two runaways and 
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the other Jewish people hoping to be left alive at Dubăsari; says she was told about Hannah and 
Visha’s deaths by her relatives living in Dubăsari.  
 
[00:] 08:08:20 – [00:] 12:45:12 
08:20 – 13:08 
 
She describes the burial of the Jewish people murdered near Doibani, in which she and two other 
men from the village took part; explains that she helped with the burial because she promised 
this to her neighbor and good friend Maria; [silence until interview resumes] describes in detail 
the Jews’ burial, remembering that the two men from the village dug a ten-meter-long trench in 
the ground while she covered the bodies with soil; says that she personally knew all nine Jews 
from her village who were murdered there; says she does not remember hearing gun shots after 
the Jewish families had been taken out of Doibani but says that there was a rather big distance 
between the village and the plot of land where the people were executed; explains that they were 
able to find the bodies of the dead because Hannah, the sole survivor, guided them there; states 
that the Romanian soldiers left the village after executing the Jewish families. 
 
[00:] 12:45:13 – [00:] 19:51:18 
13:09 – 20:32 
 
She mentions another Jewish family who were not arrested by the Romanian soldiers because 
they were out of the village hay-harvesting and gathering crops in June and July; recalls the 
arrival of the German soldiers in Doibani, approximately one month after the Romanians; 
comments on how the villagers knew they were German, stating it was because of their uniforms 
and the color of their hair; states that other Jewish villagers decided to return to Doibani from 
harvesting despite having heard about the Germans’ arrival; says that German soldiers inquired 
at the municipal building (town hall) about the villagers that had worked as clerks and Soviet 
activists; adds that most of the villagers willingly confessed about their administrative positions, 
dismissing potential dangers; describes how one single old man named Goriţă managed to 
escape arrest by running to a neighboring village; recalls that he remained hidden in different 
villages until the Soviet army’s arrival; reports that Goriţă said he heard gun shots just before 
leaving Doibani and realizing the other villagers gathered at the municipal building had been 
executed; says she personally witnessed the group of locals being escorted to the place of 
execution; recalls the prisoners being escorted four in a row; remembers some of the names of 
the Jewish persons executed together with the Soviet activists from the Doibani village: Jijin, 
Tziba [Tzibi], Liova and his wife, as well as the two children of Maria, Liova’s sister; 
mentions the fact that Maria did not live in Doibani, having sent her children there on holiday; 
describes a memorial plague erected in memory of those murdered; adds that it was later 
damaged and abandoned; says that the German soldiers forced villagers from Doibani to bury the 
dead; describes the wives of those executed gathering for the death watch in her own family’s 
yard; recalls their pain and despair [silence until interview resumes].  
 
[00:] 19:51:19 – [00:] 26:10:08 
20:33 – 27:06 
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She says she did not follow the group of villagers to the execution spot; recalls six German 
soldiers escorting them, two in front of those arrested, two at the back of the group and a couple 
walking at their side; remembers ten non-Jews having been arrested and executed, as well as six 
Jewish ones; describes the victims’ state, saying that many had been subjected to physical 
violence; describes a man called Arlabu among them, recalling that he was severely injured and 
had an open head wound; says the execution and burial of the sixteen persons took place near a 
grazing field at the end of the village; recalls that the families of the murdered activists were 
allowed to dig them out and provide a proper burial in the village graveyard after the Soviet 
army arrived; adds that the bodies of the Jewish people, however, were left in the same place; 
says she saw the victims from a distance of approximately 10-15 meters; says she does not recall 
any of them attempting to communicate with other villagers, perhaps because they had been both 
physically and emotionally abused; remembers that the non-Jewish victims were executed by 
gunfire first; says she does not recall having seen other persons from Doibani murdered during 
the war, despite the fact that the Romanian soldiers would often beat people senseless.  
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